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Ideas for Primary Spaces

PRIMARY CLASSROOM IDEA #1

Quickly
transition from
small groupwork
to individual
reflection just by
easily moving your
tables apart
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Transform
in a flash
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)

Get the look
Create agile learning spaces with a mix of Twist‘n’Lock™ Square and
Twist‘n’Lock™ Rectangle Tables. Their linear shapes allow them to work
together, supporting an array of group and individual activities as well
as ways of learning.
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Twist‘n’Lock™ Square & Rectangle Tables
Create brilliant collaborative spaces using our cleverly designed pin-less leg
table system. Designed with modularity in mind and available in a range of
shapes, all our Twist‘n’Lock Tables work together to make great settings. Plus,
™

they’re height adjustable making them perfect for all Primary school grades.

Mobile Teachers Station & Ergos Gaslift Stool
Designed with the active teacher in mind and perfect for innovative learning
environments. Our Mobile Teachers Stations are a practical tool that move
easily from space to space.

Create-A-Pods & Holder
Improve student interaction and create comfortable and engaging spaces with our new
Create-A-Pods. Plus, you can store them away neatly in our Create-A-Pod Holder.

Create-A-Cart
Create a corner for brainstorming & sharing ideas with our Create-A-Cart.
Plus, it has loads of storage compartments for your learning supplies.

Mobile Tote and Storage Units
Colourful and practical way to tidy and organise your teaching and

Get the real deal
with our Postura®
When choosing the Postura®,
you know your getting the
genuine item, the real deal,
the fair dinkum “geez, that’s
clever” original. Proudly over
engineered to be the best
and most comfortable, it’s
the perfect choice for any
school classroom.

Available in practically
every colour under the sun
Choose a custom colour or
from our huge favourites range!

student materials. Huge variety of configurations available.

Create-A-Mats
Create the perfect break out spaces for students to relax and rejuvenate
with these new, comfortable Create-A-Mats.

Designed here, made here,
and loved by generations
of Australians
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PRIMARY CLASSROOM IDEA #2

Get the look
A mix of Twist‘n’Lock™ StingRay Tables and colourful Postura
Max® Chairs can turn a drab looking classroom into a vibrant
and engaging learning space. Flexible and modular, you can mix
and match to quickly reconfigure your classroom to suit the
topic of the day or the learning mode required.
Postura Max® Chairs
You know you’re getting the genuine item, the real deal, the fair dinkum “geez, that’s
clever” original. Proudly Australian made, our Postura® is over engineered to be the
best and most comfortable, it’s the perfect choice for any school classroom.

Organise your
learning spaces with our
Mobile Tote and Storage Units
Colourful and practical
way to tidy and organise
your teaching and student
materials. With space at a
premium, our practical and
adaptable storage systems
are more important
than ever!

Huge variety of
configurations &
standard laminate
colours available.
Easy to move.
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Twist‘n’Lock™ StingRay Tables
Create brilliant collaborative spaces using our cleverly designed pin-less leg table system.
Designed with modularity in mind and available in a range of shapes, all our Twist‘n’Lock™
Tables work together to make great settings. Plus, they’re height adjustable making
them perfect for all Primary school grades.

Create-A-Blocks
Create cosy break out zones for quiet activities and story time with this wonderful
new product addition.

Create-A-Pods & Holder
Improve student interaction and create comfortable and engaging spaces with our new
Create-A-Pods. Plus, you can store them away neatly in our Create-A-Pod Holder.

Twist‘n’Lock™ Semi Table, Postura® Plus Premium Gaslift
& Tik Tok Stools
Make the ideal teacher and student zone with this clever combination of products.

Create-A-Cart
Create a corner for brainstorming & sharing ideas with our Create-A-Cart.
Plus, it has loads of storage compartments for your learning supplies.

Change from
collaborative
group work to
individual focus in
seconds using the
same furniture

Flexible
& modular
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)
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PRIMARY CLASSROOM IDEA #3

Create engaging
and interactive
tiered learning
environments
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Engaging
learning space
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)

Get the look
All students learn in their own way and comfort plays a big part in
concentration. Allow students the freedom of personalising their own
learning experience and let them choose where to sit (or stand) on
any given day. Create a tiered learning space and improve sightlines
between student and teacher and enhance student engagement.

Postura Max® Chairs
You know you’re getting the genuine item, the real deal, the fair dinkum “geez, that’s
clever” original. Proudly Australian made, our Postura® is over engineered to be the
best and most comfortable, it’s the perfect choice for any school classroom.

Create-A-Mats
Create the perfect break out spaces for students to relax and rejuvenate
with these new, comfortable Create-A-Mats.

Versatility with our
Twist‘n’Lock™ Tables
Create brilliant collaborative spaces
using our cleverly designed pin-less leg
table system. Plus, they are seriously
engineered to be ultra-durable and
long lasting.
Huge variety of table top shapes available.

5 great leg colours to choose from:

Tik Tok Stools
Add personality to your spaces with our bright and funky Tik Tok Stools.
Create healthy sitting by improving body strength and encouraging mobility.

Postura® Focus Stools with Create-A-Space Benches

Aqua

Grape

Jaffa

Pine Lime

Black

Height adjustable! Perfect for all primary
school grades.

Create an exciting tiered element to the classroom, improving sightlines
and enhancing student engagement.

Twist‘n’Lock™ Semi Table, Postura® Plus Premium Gaslift
Chair & Big Softie Round Ottomans
Create the perfect teacher led hub with this combination of products.

Mobile Tote and Storage Units
Colourful and practical way to tidy and organise your teaching and
student materials. Huge variety of configurations available.
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PRIMARY CLASSROOM IDEA #4

Get the look
A clever mixture of soft furnishing with traditional furniture can make
for the ideal learning environment. A space that’s comfortable, flexible and
maximises space, great for groupwork but also individual reflection.
The Twist‘n’Lock™ StingRay and Trapezoidal Tables work perfectly together
and apart to create great learning settings.

Postura Max® Chairs
You know you’re getting the genuine

Twist‘n’Lock™ StingRay and
Trapezoidal Tables

item, the real deal, the fair dinkum

Create brilliant collaborative spaces

“geez, that’s clever” original. Proudly

using our cleverly designed pin-less leg

Australian made, our Postura is over

table system. Designed with modularity

engineered to be the best and most

in mind and available in a range of

comfortable, it’s the perfect choice for

shapes, all our Twist‘n’Lock™ Tables work

any school classroom.

together to make great settings. Plus,

®

they’re height adjustable making them

Get creative
with our Astral
Ottomans
Perfect for breakout spaces,
libraries and general learning
areas. Get creative and
configure in clusters for
collaborative group learning
or separate out for quiet
thinking spaces.

Mobile Teachers Stations
& Ergos Gaslift Stools

perfect for all Primary school grades.

Designed with the active teacher in

Mobile Tote and Storage Units

mind and perfect for innovative learning

Colourful and practical way to tidy and

environments. Our Mobile Teachers

organise your teaching and student materials.

Stations are a practical tool that move

Huge variety of configurations available.

easily from space to space.

Hobnob Armchair
Create-A-Pods & Holder

A classic styled chair, Hobnob offers

Improve student interaction and create

high performance, low maintenance and

comfortable and engaging spaces with

comfort, perfect as a teacher chair in a

our new Create-A-Pods. Plus, you can

little reading nook in the classroom.

store them away neatly in our
Create-A-Pod Holder.

Tik Tok Stools
Add personality to your spaces with our

Australian made
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bright and funky Tik Tok Stools. Create
healthy sitting by improving body
strength and encouraging mobility.

Astral Ottomans
make great break
out spaces within
classrooms

Break out
spaces
Fits 30 students
(64m2 footprint)
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PRIMARY LIBRARY IDEA

Create an
inspiring place
where students
can explore,
socialise and
learn
10

Inspiring
library spaces

Get the look
Create the ideal library space with our modular
furniture that works perfectly together.
Our Big Softie settings create inviting social settings,
where students can collaborate informally in groups,
or work quietly by themselves.
Our integrated bookcases are a clever extension of our
Big Softie Ottoman range, making them ideal for all your
library needs without requiring a separate joiner to make it.

Create cosy
break out zones
Our new creative product
additions will turn poky
corners into comfortable
and engaging spaces
for quiet activities and
story time.
Create-A-Pods
& Holder

Create-A-Blocks
Create-A-Mats
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Get the look

ASSEMBLY HALL IDEA

For decades our Australian made Postura® Plus and Progress Chairs
have been the go-to choice for schools and assembly halls.
They provide a generous sized seat for serious comfort and support for
all your functions, student gatherings, events, and learning activities.
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Postura® Plus Chairs
Seriously comfortable and affordable mass seating.
Cleverly designed for comfort and support, the
Postura® Plus has a generous sized seat and
linking capability making them perfect
for school functions and hall seating.
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Progress Chairs
Bringing people together. Proudly
Australian made and unrivalled on
durability and comfort, Progress
is a no brainer when it comes
to mass seating.
The versatility and flexibility is
endless – we can link, add arms,
add a tablet, add a seat or back
pad or stamp/embroider your logo
on the chairs!

Designed here, made here, and loved
by generations of Australians
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Make it
personal
Hot stamp
your school logo
or tagline!

Lightweight,
stackable, linkable
and seriously
comfortable, perfect
chairs for school
assembly halls

Proven
products for
assembly halls
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At Sebel, we believe great
products make great spaces
Ever since Harry Sebel decided children deserved something better,
we’ve been focused on creating the best furniture we can.
Our products are designed to perform and provide lasting value to
teachers and students as learning spaces and pedagogies evolve.
We’re very proud of our products and we’re always happy
to have a chat about what might work best for you.

Give us a call and we’ll help
make your spaces look great!

03 5333 5977
sales@winesofficefurniture.com.au
Check out our full range at
www.sebelfurniture.com
Sebel-BRO-113 R1
E&OE

PROUDLY
AUSTRALIAN

